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Many animals can walk up vertical surfaces or even along the
ceiling. And many studies have examined how flies accomplish this
impressive task. Whereas these studies have revealed the anatomy
of the contact area and there have been many assumptions about
the fly attachment mechanism, the main elements that contribute
to the attachment force were unknown. However, Mattias Langer,
J. Peter Ruppersberg, and Stanislav Gorb have successfully demon-
strated that the fluid secreted from the fly's feet is a critical factor
in attaching the fly to the ceiling.2

Scanning electron microscopy demonstrated that the attach-
ment pads of fly legs are covered with setae, each ending in a small
terminal plate. Langer et al. then scanned the terminal plate with
an atomic force microscope (AFM) and showed that the border
of the plate was about 60 nm higher than the center. Using an
AFM combined with an upright infrared differential interference
contrast video microscope to position precisely the cantilever tip
of the AFM on the terminal plate, they then retracted the speci-
men and measured attractive forces on a nanoNewton (nN) scale.
This precise positioning and sensitive force measurements allowed
examination of the plate surface point-by-point, rather than being
scanned continuously line-by-line. As the sample was retracted,
the point of maximum stress was reached when the stress induced

by the AFM cantilever exceeded the attractive force, then contact
between the plate and tip was broken and the tip was re-positioned
with no lateral force being applied to the plate. A median attractive
force of 33 nN was measured in the center of the plate, and the force
at the border was about half of that.

But what specifically was responsible for the attractive force?
Langer et al. thought that the forces they measured could not be
accounted for with just Van der Waals and Coulomb forces. They
isolated small drops of secretions from foot pads. They then dipped
the AFM cantilever tip in drops that corresponded to the dimen-
sions of a foot pad, and then measured the attractive forces. The
median attractive force was 38.5 nN, corresponding very well with
the forces detected in the center of the plate. Interestingly, in mea-
surements repeated on the same drops minutes later, the measured
forces were smaller, suggesting that evaporation had diminished
the attractive force.

To follow up on this latter observation, Langer et al. measured
attractive forces on hair plates in a buffered aqueous solution. The
forces diminished about 10-fold. This led to the conclusion that
attractive capillary forces, mediated by secretions from the pad of
the fly's foot, are a critical factor in creating a summed attractive
force that exceeds the body weight of the fly. At least one compo-
nent of this secretion is water-soluble. And that is why flies walk
with wet feet! •
1. The author gratefully acknowledges Dr. Stanislav Gorb for reviewing this ar-

ticle.
2. Langer, M.G., J.P. Ruppersberg, and S. Gorb, Adhesion forces at the level of a

terminal plate of the fly's seta, Proc. Royal Soc. Land. B 271:2209-2215,2004.
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Quantum dot fluorescence image of a section of the periphery of mouse
kidney immunolabeled for actin (QD 525 shown in green) and laminin (QD
655 shown in blue) and the DNA in the cell nuclei counterstained with Hoechst
(shown in red). Prominently stained are the proximal and distal convoluted
tubules and the renal corpuscles. 300x. Image represents a significant advance-
ment in fluorescence imaging of proteins in fixed tissues in that two of the
target proteins shown here (actin and laminin) were localized using Quantum
dots, a commercial byproduct of nanotechnology. Quantum dots are solid-state
semiconductor nanocrystals composed of cadmium selenide with a capping
layer of zinc sulfide and have a number of unique properties that make them
advantageous for fluorescence microscopy. These properties include very high
fluorescence brightness and photostability, long apparent Stokes shifts, and
narrow-band fluorescence emission. Only recently have high quality secondary
antibody conjugates of Quantum dots become commercially available and the im-
munolabeling parameters been optimized. This image by Thomas Deerinck and
Mark Ellisman, NCMIR won 5th place in the Olympus BioScapes™ International
Digital Imaging Competition. deer inck@ncmir .ucsd .edu
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By combining the strengths of technology leaders
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dynamic new provider for all your microanalysis needs.

Welcome to the start of a new era!
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side-mounted TEM camera

Megapixel side-mount

ncations are quiaiy Decoming
the standard for laboratories all over the world, and we
are setting those standards today. With our 11 Megapixel
camera Morada (side-mounted), we are once again
pushing the envelope of camera performance. If you have
a brand-new, state-of-the-art TEM or an older microscope
- we can bring you to the forefront of digital imaging.

The Morada is packed with performance - up to 11
Megapixels and a dynamic range of 14 bits. Combined
with a pixel size of 9 microns for high sensitivity and
technology that allows rapid read-out of data, the Morada
offers a field of view that is twice that of a conventional
photo plate.

More details about the Morada can be found on
our web site: www.soft-imaging.net/TEM

Stop by our booth and experience Morada foryoi

M&M, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
Microscopy Conference 2005, Davos, Switzerland

For detailed information please contact:

v.soft-imaqing. net/tern
)SI5+1 (303)234-9270

Europe:+49 (251) 79800-0
Asia I Pacific: +60 (3) 8313-1400
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February 5-9, 2006, Sydney, Australia
www.acmm 19.org.au

S TMS
March 12-16, 2006, San Antonio, Texas
ckobert@tms.org

S PITTCON2006
March 12-17, 2006, Orlando, Florida
www.pittcon.org

J The American Chemical Society
March 26-30, 2006, Atlanta, Georgia
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April 1-5, 2006, San Francisco, CA
www.asbmb.org
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www.gatan.com/training/index.html

^ Focus On Microscopy 2006
April 9-12, 2006, Perth, Australia
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^ NIST/Microbeam Analysis Society Particle Workshop 2006
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www. n ist.gov/particle

S SCANNING 2006
April 25-27, 2006, Washington, DC
www.scanning.org

J Lehigh Microscopy School
June 4-16, 2006, Bethlehem, PA (multiple courses)
www.lehigh.edu/microscopy

•S Short Course: 3D Microscopy of Living Cells
June 10-22, 2006, University of Wisconsin-Madison
www.3dcourse.ubc.ca/brochure.htm

•S Short Course: AFM and other Scanned Probe Microscopies
June 12-16, 2006, Raleigh, North Carolina
www.ncsu.edu/aif/afrncourse

J Microscopy and Microanalysis 2006
July 30-August 3, 2006, Chicago, IL
www.msa.microscopy.com

^ ICEM XVI International Microscopy Congress
September 3-8, 2006, Sapporo, Japan
www.imcl6.jp

J Society for Neuroscience
September 9-14, 2006, Washington, DC
info@sfn.org

^ 12th International Metallography Conference
September 27-29, 2006, Leoben, Austria
reinhilde.stopar@unileoben.ac.at

^ American Society for Cell Biology
December 9-13, 2006, San Diego, CA
www.ascb.org

2007
J Microscopy and Microanalysis 2007

August 5-9, 2007, Fort Laurderdale, FL
www.msa.microscopy.com

Please check the "Calendar of Meetings and Courses" in the MSA
journal "Microscopy and Microanalysis" for more details and a much

larger listing of meetings and courses.

The objective of this publication is to provide material of
interest and value to working microscopists!

The publication is owned by the Microscopy Society of America
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ing with MSA's peer-reviewed, scientific journal Microscopy and
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from our readers—"users" as well as manufacturers/suppliers. The
only criterion is that the subject matter be of interest to a reasonable
number of working microscopists. Microscopy Todayhas authors from
many disparate fields in both biological and materials sciences, each
field with it's own standards. Therefore MT does not have a rigid set of
style instructions and encourages authors to use their own style, asking
only that the writing be clear, informative, and accurate. Length: typi-
cal article length is 1,500 to 2,000 words plus images, longer articles
will be considered. Short notes are encouraged for our Microscopy
101 section.
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See More. Guess Less.

NORAN System SIX for x-ray microanalysis

You no longer need to optimize your x-ray microanalysis parameters for

just a few elements. That's because Thermo's NORAN System SIX x-ray

microanalysis system gives you a complete data set with every run.

Built around our spectral imaging technology, NORAN System SIX:

• Eliminates guesswork by automatically optimizing data collection

• Gives you a full spectrum for every pixel of your electron
microscope image

• Allows analysis and re-analysis of the full data set anytime, anywhere.

Open your eyes to the world of NORAN System SIX at

www.thermo.com/microanalysis or contact us for more information.

Telephone: 1-800-532-4752 • Email: analyze@thermo.com

Look closer for answers

Analyze • Detect • Measure • Control"
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